Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis is a multifactorial disease.
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is probably biphasic. An initial trigger(s) is followed by a terminal cascade coinciding with the onset of neurological deficits. The terminal cascade involves interactive multifactorial pathogenic mechanisms. Aging must play a crucial role leading to multiple defective or degraded gene products accumulating with progressing years. This in turn leads to failure of receptor integrity and resulting excitotoxicity, free radical accumulation, failure of neurotrophism, and possibly immunological disturbances. These events are predated by months or years by a trigger which is also likely to be multifactorial and cumulative. Evidence suggests that environmental factors may be important triggers. Failure of specific glutamate transporters and calcium binding proteins may account for selective vulnerability of the corticomotoneuronal system. It is postulated that in ALS the primary target cell is the corticomotoneuron or the local circuit interneurons which modulate its activity. Glia cells may play an important role in the demise of the corticomotoneuronal cell. The disordered corticomotoneuron induces excessive excitatory transmitter (glutamate?) release at the corticomotoneuronal-spinal-motoneuronal synapse resulting in the subsequent demise of this neuron.